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Torrossa Digital Library: autumn update
The Torrossa platform provides visibility, distribution support and technology to academic publishers,
while simplifying purchasing, licensing and access for institutions.

TORROSSA ONLINE DOCUMENT READER
In July, we launched a new integrated tool providing easier visualisation of full text content available
in the Torrossa digital library. The Reader is compatible with major internet browsers and does not
require additional plug-ins or settings. It has been specifically developed to improve visualisation from
tablets and smartphones.
NEW CONTENT
Since the beginning of 2016, over 2,100 titles in electronic format from a number of prestigious
publishing partners have been added to the Torrossa catalogue. Significant additions include 57
monographs published by Leo S. Olschki during 2015, 93 of the most recent publications from
G. Giappichelli Editore, and a brand new Art collection from L’Erma di Bretschneider.
NEW CONTRIBUTORS
October began with the signing of a new agreement with UNE (Unión de Editoriales Universitarias
Españolas) for the distribution of print and electronic material. Approximately one third of UNE’s 60
associated presses are already present on the Torrossa platform and we expect to extend our catalogue
to include further UNE members in the future.
Recent months have seen the addition of content from Marcial Pons Historia, Catarata, Pacini
Editore and Settegiorni Editore.
TORROSSA OPEN (http://oa.torrossa.com)
A dedicated portal now gives academic publishers the possibility to reach a wider audience by offering
research content to the scientific community in Open Access.
CONTACT US
For further information regarding any of the above items, or to find out more about the Torrossa Digital
Library, please contact us at info@casalini.it.
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